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Web: www.hashhouseharrietspenang.com
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GM Note’s

Run: 2405
Date: 15 March 2018
Bunny: Kiss Me
Runsite: Shamrock Beach . Khali’s Corner
A hot day and even hotter run setting with sweat blinding your vision. A medium
workout for all gathered in the stifling heat of the evening. For those not doing
the run the hostess made rum punch for the brave which uplifted the mood and
give a definite high!!
When the last hasher returned around 8.00pm the table was laden with various foods, with homemade Hummus on home-baked bread to start. There was
enough variety for veggies and non-veggies alike to sample the delights. As the
evening cooled the hashers drank and unwound. Chatted and drank some more
as cake was presented for dessert. As always there was more drinking thereafter.
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The evening ended with an unexpected incident when Fancy Pants had a headon collision on the way home. Fortunately other than some bruising and shock
he was Okay. The only damage seemed to be the two vehicles involved, with both
front ends severely smashed in. Please all be careful going home when you leave
the Hash.
Thank you to Kiss Me for hosting a very enjoyable evening and for the delicious
home-cooked food. The uplifting rum punch wasn’t bad either!!

Next week we are at Bee gallery for POSH’s run
Please come and support her

Hareline 2018
Run
2407
2408
2409
2410
2411
2412
2413
2414
2415

Date
29-03-18
5-04-18
12-04-18
19-04-18
26-04-18
3-05-18
10-05-18
17-05-18
24-05-18

Bunny/Hare
Bai Pass
Silent Man
Mini Sausage
Dieu Lah Sing
Viking
Ronnie Tour
General
AML
Rupiah

Runsite
Island Glades, Chinese Temple
Leader Garden
Ivory Properties, Batu Ferringhi
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

Please inform the On Sec a.s.a.p. where your run will be
Please respect the environment which we enjoy each week and ensure
that no rubbish is left at the site, including cigarette butts, scraps and
general litter. Thank you.
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Burst: by Viking
JustBeer (JB), No Choice and I have already decided to meet at Run Site at 10
AM getting ready for setting Kiss Me’s run. I like to get up fairly early, to make
myself ready – having a bit of breakfast, packing my things, having my ‘business’ etc. – but my day started on the wrong footing. When the alarm clock
went, I just switched it off, but fell asleep again. About an hour later I woke up–
and now a lot of my personal time was already wasted. Graphed some quick
breakfast, packed my gear, tried to leave in time, but it was already too close to
10 AM, so I would be late…
Off I went, but when passing Hill Side I really had to make Pit Stop on natures
call. Quickly into the car again, but before I could reach Kali’s Corner the phone
rang: “Why are you not here????”
Think she deliberately left out the “Good Morning” which normally starts the
conversation at that time of the day…
“I will be there in one minute – I am driving up the slope now” - “OK”
Parked my car and went over to them and regretted my late arrival - - - due to
natures call
Shortly after we were ready to go – I was then promoted to Chief Hare. I explained I had some ideas about our trail – firstly I said, instead of going through
the valleys over to Mount Pleasure we could hit the trail earlier that will take us
strait down to Mount Pleasure and after that, up to the left and then on-up until
we hit the trail on top of the ridge. From there we can go out to the plateau on
top of the ‘terraces’, facing west and south, and then left down the Monkey Cup
valley – up on the other side, hit the Carla’s Peak trail – follow it for while and
then turn towards Leader Garden. Then turn left toward Beverly Hills bungalows and back reversing Nick Prior’s run.
OK she said – in we went – JB in front – and shortly after we were on our way
down the valleys, which I in the first place wanted to avoid, to make it easier for
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us to make up for the slightly longer run via Leader Garden trail and Beverly
Hills - - - Down we went and then up - hitting the trail to Mount Pleasure - followed it down to the end, and then up to the left and started the real climb…
About 2/3 up I was running out of steam and I was sweating profusely, so I
had to take a ‘Five’. I believe it has something to do with, that the night before I
spend too much time in Spearmy’s company at Viva.
I brought a bottle of 100+ with me which I gulped down hoping it would solve
my ‘lack of steam’. After a while it did something good for me, so I could go on.
My fellow JB and No Choice run-setters were already far up the hill – No Choice
did not like to be in front – guess it had something to do with a snake encounter earlier - so it is also far better to have our Indian/Punjabi Snake Charmer in
front – just in case…
We reached the ridge trail and soon after the top. We continue straight ahead as
my original plan, but then JB suggested we took an earlier trail down the valley,
being worried that the run would be too long if we continued – and sure it could
be right for a Thursday Run…
So down we went to Monkey Cup valley, and up on the other side and right onto
the return trail…
Iceman completed just below 50 minutes, so the length seems right for Thursday.
Of course, at the Circle, JB made a good story about how I was suffering while
the girls were flying up the hills…
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Circle

1. First on ice this week was Pukka Sahib. We’re not sure what it is about PS
that he never follows the run and does it ‘HIS WAY’. This week he came out
of the same drain he did some weeks ago.....no paper there naturally!!
2. Our dear friends Peter and Susan are
leaving us once again to return to Oz.
They have no return in mind just yet but
then they have been saying that for the
last few years and turn up at some point
during the year. Bon Voyage and please
do come back soon. You are both always
welcome at the Harriets.

3. A charge from the floor by Iceman had Peter back on the ice. The previous week three
of them were running down the hash highway
on the way back to the runsite. W’Anchor
streaked ahead and Peter turned to Iceman and told him to ‘step it up at bit’
and made off. A couple of minutes later Iceman caught Peter back up who had
slowed down and was blowing hard!!
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4. The GM then put Fancy Pants on ice to
welcome his return and for him to do his
usual FP strip. HOWEVER this time he
said he had only two pairs on and on removing the outer pair sat on the ice. The
GM then proceeded to check whether he
was telling the truth or not.....HE WAS!!!

5. Another charge by Iceman saw Frozen
Pussy on ice. Apparently, as was reported
some weeks ago, Frozen Pussy’s pants are
now not so pristine with holes in a number
of places. Iceman had spotted a strategic
hole which she then covered up by wearing
a second pair of shorts for modesty!!!
6. The final icing was to give
thanks to the Bunny Kiss Me.
It was a lovely evening with
great homemade food which
was delicious. The rum punch
was great too!! Many thanks
Francoise.
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Pictures of the evening
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Funnies
Two windmills are standing in a wind
farm. One asks, “What’s your favorite
kind of music?” The other says, “I’m
a big metal fan.”

I had to clean out my spice rack and
found everything was too old and had
to be thrown out. What a waste of
thyme.
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Invitation Runs
Will be updated soon.
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Disclaimer: By taking part in a Hash House Harriets
Penang run or event, you agree not to hold the organisers or any affiliated individual responsible for
any injury or mishap that may happen to you.

